Rulmeca –
Moving ahead.
Since its foundation in 1962, the Rulmeca Group,
headquartered in Bergamo (Almé), Italy, has grown to
become one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
premium components for material handling. We
strongly believe in our positioning as a component
supplier and have successfully remained faithful to our
mission for more than 50 years. Our reliability as a
partner has made Rulmeca one of the most trusted
brands in the industry.
As a family-owned business, a long-term perspective
and responsible action form the basis of Rulmeca
Group’s economic success. The unique combination of
tradition and innovation, of quality and service is our
key success factor. This is also seen in our consistent
environmental and social responsibility throughout the
value chain. More than 1200 employees in twenty-two
production and sales companies all around the globe
serve Rulmeca clients in 85 countries.
Along with our products, which help to handle and
move bulk materials and unit loads all over the globe,
the Rulmeca Group is also moving ahead. Building on
our experience supplying to OEM and end users in Italy,
one of Europe’s key markets for unit handling
applications, we have developed a comprehensive range
of components for internal logistics: made by Rulmeca.
Our aim? To remain the preferred supplier and trusted
partner for our customers who produce and engineer
machinery, equipment and systems for unit handling
applications.
We have something important to offer to our customers.
Rulmeca’s international presence allows us to access the
most efficient sources of procurement, thus boosting the
competitiveness of our offering. At the same time our
extensive network of affiliated companies and business
partners allows us to always be in close contact with
our customers. As a vertically integrated manufacturer,
we have the flexibility to respond to individual needs
whenever they arise.
Today the Rulmeca Group’s global business
encompasses three product brands: Rulmeca,
Precismeca and Melco.

www.rulmecacorp.com

They are part of one Group, they share a common
philosophy, but each has its own character and
operates according to the specific needs of its markets
and its customers. Following this strategy, Rulmeca
Group has grown in recent decades to become the
world’s largest producer of belt conveyor rollers/idlers
and motorized pulleys in the bulk handling industry.
We don’t only sell products, we find solutions. Our
research departments are equipped with dedicated test
facilities, where our products are thoroughly examined
under extreme conditions. We are committed to the
development of new products and the continuous
improvement of our current range, often considered
among the best in the market. Components provided by
the Rulmeca Group improve the performance, safety
and reliability of the systems, equipment and machines
produced and utilized by our customers.
With the benefit of these assets and this strategic focus,
the Rulmeca Group offers a portfolio of state-of-the-art
components for a vast array of industries and
applications handling both bulk materials and unit
loads.
Our new range of Rulmeca unit handling components
comprises rollers, motorized pulleys, 24V drive rollers
and controls, as well as modules for dynamic storage.
This range of products has been developed for
demanding applications such as airport logistics, postal
and parcel handling, and logistics applications in
manufacturing, distribution centers, food and beverage
processing and warehousing.
For us, this catalog is an important milestone.
And we will keep on moving ahead.
Please stay tuned.

Kind regards from The Rulmeca Team
PS: Feel free to contact your local Rulmeca Company www.rulmecacorp.com.
We look forward to receiving your feedback and
comments.
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